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VistaJet has been connecting businesses to more places across the 
world than any other provider since 2004. From offering dedicated 

flight support services to building the largest flying network, 
we have been flying you further and faster for 20 years.

20 YEARS
OF BUSINESS 

ON BOARD



Asset-free Ownership
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The move towards a shared economy and asset-free solutions has 
transformed business aviation

Corporations, like many aircraft owners, are moving away from whole or 

partial aircraft ownership to both reduce asset risk and optimize their balance 

sheets. This shift to asset-free solutions, such as jet memberships and one-off 

charter, have resulted in significant year-on-year reductions in fractional and full 

aircraft  ownerships.

VistaJet is leading this trend. Its pioneering approach to flying guarantees that 

customers pay only for the hours they fly, ensuring they experience all the 

benefits of owning a private jet without asset risk or depreciation.

Aircraft ownership is trending downward as customers shift to more valuable 

and flexible alternatives.

THE 
SHARED
ECONOMY



Would your Board prefer not to have business jets on the balance sheet, 
yet still always be ready to fly?

Companies are shifting towards an asset-free approach  to avoid upfront 
capital expenses and depreciation. VistaJet’s asset-free solution offers 
guaranteed availability on a consistent and global fleet — ensuring you are ready 
to fly anytime, anywhere.

Do you and your executives value anonymity when you travel? 

Most countries require ownership (fractional or full) to be of public record, 
making it easy to track where aircraft are traveling. When preparing for a M&A or 
other confidential meetings, when flying VistaJet, your movements will not be 
publicly tracked.

Do you and your executives value the ability to work and talk in privacy 
while in-flight? 

Most business travelers maximize their time by doing work and meeting prep 
while in-flight. With privacy and efficiency being top of mind, every VistaJet 
aircraft is equipped with a fully enabled business suite and privatized living space. 
With VistaJet the entire cabin is yours.

How often does your senior management travel every year?

On average a business jet traveler flies around 50 hours a year. Given that the 
average business jet is designed to fly 1,000 hours a year, most aircraft are often 
not utilized to its maximum efficiency. When flying VistaJet, you only pay for the 
hours your fly. 

Do you find critical business meetings to be more effective  in person?

78% of business executives find that meeting face-to-face is the most effective 
way to close a deal. With access to over 96% of the globe, VistaJet can take you 
to all the meetings you need to succeed.

Do you have trouble finding non-stop flights both domestically 
and internationally?

Due to COVID-19, a majority of commercial airlines have cut the number of direct 
routes between airports, while some business jet operators have minimized their 
international operations. As the only global business aviation company, VistaJet 
continues to support all clients around the world, keeping business moving.

Does your company have sustainability goals you are working to reach?

The pledge to lead more sustainable practices has become a priority for most 
businesses and individuals. VistaJet’s priority is to reduce its carbon footprint 
meaningfully and fast, and explore all routes to higher sustainability.
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WHAT DOES YOUR        
BUSINESS NEED?



Our partnership with VistaJet provides our clients with an outstanding 
flying partner. VistaJet has unparalleled experience and extremely high 

standards which we know we can rely on wherever and whenever 
we need them.

Our strategic relationship with VistaJet provides our customers and drivers 
with an outstanding flying solution partner. With such a tightly packed 

racing calendar held in different and distant locations, VistaJet’s support 
and expertise help us maintain the high standards of service offered to 

everyone who chooses to race with Ferrari.

— Finsbury, Executive —— Ferrari, Executive —



 return trips to the moon every month.

Truly global coverage and a versatile fleet 

means the right aircraft for every flight — 

short or long haul. With over 70 Challenger 

and Global jets, VistaJet offers its Members 

access to the largest privately owned 

Bombardier fleet in the world.

The iconic silver and red fleet is equipped 

for all needs — whether you need a fully 

enabled business suite or a restful space.

With VistaJet, you know exactly what will 

be waiting for you on the tarmac, no matter 

where you are flying from.

YOUR FLEET, 
YOUR SOLUTION

VistaJet aircraft fly the equivalent of three



A large scale infrastructure

• Multilingual team speaking an average of three languages.

• Offices in 10 cities across the US, Europe, Middle East and Asia.

• Over 1,900 airports visited.

• Ushuaia-Malvinas Argentinas Airport in Argentina is the furthest South a VistaJet 

aircraft has flown. The furthest North is Svalbard in Norway.

• VistaJet’s floating fleet model enables trips to be recovered in record time 

in every major city across four continents — whether flying on your own 

or with VistaJet.

Outstanding safety

• The highest safety ratings across flight operations, aircraft maintenance, safety 

risk-assessment and compliance standards.

• VistaJet Ltd. was the first operator to be presented with the Diamond Safety of 

Flight Award by the European Business Aviation Association (EBAA).

• VistaJet Ltd. holds ARGUS International Platinum rating, Wyvern Wingman 

status and International status and International Standard for Business Aircraft 

Operations (IS-BAO) stage 2.

• VistaJet Ltd. flight operations software is integrated with Osprey’s cutting-

edge Flight Risk Assessment System to instantaneously assess every single 

flight, collecting data from 200,000 sources in 60 languages for real-time 

global safety.

• VistaJet partners with MedAire, the world’s leading travel risk management 

solution, for 24/7 expert medical and security assistance in-flight and 

on the ground.

Unparalleled crew experience

• Every VistaJet Ltd. pilot holds an EASA type rating, for maximum familiarity and 

instinctive reactions to any situation.

• VistaJet Ltd. pilots train twice a year in state-of-the-art simulators that include 

flying procedures for winter airports and real-world flight scenarios.

• Every crew member is monitored against circadian rhythm to ensure ample 

rest and a flight risk assessment is undertaken before every flight.

3,000
187

1,000
25,000

HOURS FLOWN MINIMUM 
BY EACH PILOT

COUNTRIES VISITED

AVIATION EXPERTS

FLIGHTS PER YEAROVER

A PARTNER TO TRUST



RANGE LEADERS Request the perfect aircraft for your flight, every time. With experience arranging flights to 

the hardest to reach destinations, and a fleet including the record breaking Global 7500, 

VistaJet is the first and only truly global aviation company.
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RANGE LEADERS

For illustration purposes only. CL605 and CL850 not available for New York departures.

Request the perfect aircraft for your flight, every time. With experience arranging flights to 

the hardest to reach destinations, and a fleet including the record breaking Global 7500, 

VistaJet is the first and only truly global aviation company.



DIRECT
Fast bookings on any available aircraft Request 

a flight directly through VistaJet, to take you 
anywhere you wish to go.

PROGRAM 
Pay only for the hours you fly with VistaJet’s 

value-driven flying solution. With flexible 

cancellation terms, the VistaJet Program 

provides all the benefits of ownership with none 

of the costs and responsibilities.

CORPORATE
All of the benefits of Program membership, 

and more. Designed specifically for your 

business needs, this membership offers 

maximum flexibility.
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Asset free

Fixed hourly rate

Pay after you fly
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Global coverage

Guaranteed availability

ESG & carbon impact reporting

Double usage

Flexible departure

Additional aircraft on standby
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Cabin crew

Fastest Wi-Fi

Private dining

Member benefits



Flexible departureFlexible departure
Guaranteed for up to two hours on either side of booked time.Guaranteed for up to two hours on either side of booked time.
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44 Aircraft on standbyAircraft on standby
Request an extra aircraft to be waiting on the tarmac, whether your Request an extra aircraft to be waiting on the tarmac, whether your 

flight is planned with VistaJet or on your own fleet.flight is planned with VistaJet or on your own fleet.

55 Pay after you flyPay after you fly
Option to pay for flights in arrears.Option to pay for flights in arrears.

11 Fly as much as you needFly as much as you need
No cap on flying.No cap on flying.  
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SOLUTIONS
for Corporate Membersfor Corporate Members

Dual usage Dual usage 
Request to fly two aircraft at the same time, with Request to fly two aircraft at the same time, with 

guaranteed availability.guaranteed availability.



Transportation supportTransportation support
Arrange car transportation and helicopter services to and from airports.Arrange car transportation and helicopter services to and from airports.11
Top securityTop security
Arrange best-in-class security services upon departure and arrival.Arrange best-in-class security services upon departure and arrival.22
In-house flight managerIn-house flight manager
Streamline travel logistics with the option to have a VistaJet flight Streamline travel logistics with the option to have a VistaJet flight 

manager based in your HQ.manager based in your HQ.
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Fastest Wi-FiFastest Wi-Fi
Experience the fastest Wi-Fi available in the sky with Experience the fastest Wi-Fi available in the sky with 

LuxStream connectivity.LuxStream connectivity.
44

Referral creditsReferral credits
Earn referral credits when your executives book their personal travel Earn referral credits when your executives book their personal travel 

with VistaJet at the extended corporate rate.with VistaJet at the extended corporate rate.
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BONUSES
for Corporate Membersfor Corporate Members



THE FASTEST WI-FI
VistaJet offers customers the fastest broadband speeds available 

in the sky, with unrivaled digital connectivity. 

VistaJet introduces LuxStream, the industry-leading connectivity 

solution. With broadband speeds that rival those found on 

the ground, enjoy the productivity of a smooth and seamless 

transition from land to air.

Experience 24/7 digital connectivity in-flight with the ability to 

simultaneously stream Ultra HD content whilst having access to 

your full suite of connected devices. This unique service offers 

the highest in-flight bandwidth available, with up to 25 Mbps in 

the United States and 15 Mbps globally.



FINANCIAL STRENGTH
Founded in 2004, VistaJet is part of Vista Global, a global group compromised of a 

unique portfolio of brands offering asset-free solutions to cover all key aspects of 

business aviation.

 
Established world leader in business aviation

• Vista Global is the largest On Demand group in the world, with a fleet of over 

160 owned aircraft and a network of over 2,100 alliance aircraft.

• VistaJet has a consistent record of organic double-digit revenue growth since 

its inception in 2004.

• A history of strong growth and established infrastructure requiring over $3bn of 

investment, creating significant barriers to entry.

 
Profitable and highly resilient business model 

• A resilient model anchored around contracted revenue, flexible cost structure 

and a well-diversified customer base.

• Scale, network density and operational efficiency result in industry-leading 

aircraft utilization and preferential rates with suppliers.

• Geographic diversity paired with VistaJet’s floating fleet means aircraft are 

used as mobile assets, following demand and addressing market fluctuations 

across regions.

 
 Global powerhouse with a superior product offering

• Premium asset-free solutions at attractive price points beating all the traditional 

business aviation models.

• VistaJet’s memberships are subscription based offerings, with contractual 

periods which reduces short term cyclicality and provides clear visibility 

of cash lows.

• The dynamically priced On Demand business reduces empty miles, increases 

utilization and captures excess demand in the market.

Validated by reputable shareholders and institutional investors

• Diverse capital structure with broad access to capital markets.

• Shareholders include leading private equity houses and sovereign funds. 

• Active in the capital markets with traded and rated debt instruments issued.

$1B
REVENUE

70,000 
FLIGHTS / YEAR

150,000
PASSENGERS / YEAR



MEET YOUR COMPANY’S 
SUSTAINABILITY GOALS
“VistaJet is committed to making aviation better. Today, this means changing 

the way we operate, to benefit not only our customers, but the whole global 

community. We believe together we can transform business aviation for the 

long-term good.”

Thomas Flohr, Founder and Chairman of VistaJet

VistaJet’s carbon offset program

• As of September 2020, 80% of VistaJet Members have opted in to offset their 

fuel use-related emissions through certified carbon credits.

Technologically advanced aircraft

• The company’s young fleet benefits from the latest technology for the most 

efficient flying and secures better fuel burn than older aircraft.

Sustainable business model

• VistaJet’s shared fleet model means less aircraft being produced and higher 

utilization of each jet.

Route optimization technology

• Using the FLIGHTKEYS 5D flight management system, VistaJet optimizes route, 

level and speed to reduce fuel consumption by 8% on average.

Sustainable booking system

• Customers who are flexible on departure city airport selection have already 

helped to reduce movement around key airports by 20% in 2019, cutting 

several tons of CO2.

Parnerting with sustainable suppliers

• VistaJet partners with carbon neutral companies wherever possible and 

has implemented new requirements for all purchasing partners, including 

sustainability accreditation for third parties across all departments.



HOSTING
IN THE SKY
VistaJet understands that every flight is unique. With a team on hand to take care 

of every detail, Program Members benefit from unparalleled service tailored to 

their needs.

VistaJet’s cabin design, consistent across the whole fleet, offers a fully enabled 

business suite equipped for all needs — whether working in solitude or hosting a 

meeting — with separate cabin areas for ultimate privacy.

Every VistaJet flight has at least one Cabin Hostess, trained by the British Butler 

Institute, Norland College and Wine & Education Trust.

VistaJet’s bespoke menus are created in partnership with world-renowned chefs 

and restaurants, to bring new flavors to every flight, catering to Members’ own 

preferences. The dedicated private dining team can create unique experiences for 

Members and their guests anywhere they fly.

VistaJet has redefined wine at altitude with a collection of expert findings, signature 

wine selections, and tastings in the sky.
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GLOBAL 7500
VistaJet offers corporate Members access to the first 

fleet of Bombardier Global 7500 aircraft. Unlock the 

world with the largest and longest range business jet. 

The Global 7500 is the only business jet with four 

living spaces, including a six-seat dining table, 

entertainment suite, and the VistaJet configuration 

offers a permanent private stateroom suite.

Click here and experience  the cabin

https://www.vistajet.com/en-gb/private-jets/global-7500/
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DAY

PASSENGERS

14 

CONFIGURATION

THE CABIN
Global 7500

FLIGHT HOURS

17:00

MAX RANGE

7,700 nm / 14,260 km

LUGGAGE CAPACITY

195 ft3 / 5.5 m3

38

NIGHT

SLEEPING POSITIONS

8 

CONFIGURATION

CABIN HEIGHT

6 ft 2 in / 1.88 m

CABIN WIDTH

8 ft / 2.44 m

MAX SPEED

0.925 Mach



GLOBAL 6000
The Global 6000 aircraft features a three zone cabin 

to help you conduct business meetings, relax, or get 

a good night’s sleep. To work, rest and entertain is 

easy with a Global 6000.

Click here and experience  the cabin

https://www.vistajet.com/en-gb/private-jets/global-6000/
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DAY

PASSENGERS

14 

CONFIGURATION

THE CABIN
Global 6000

FLIGHT HOURS

13:00

MAX RANGE

6,000 nm / 11,112 km

LUGGAGE CAPACITY

195 ft3 / 5.5 m3

42

NIGHT

SLEEPING POSITIONS

7 

CONFIGURATION

CABIN HEIGHT

6 ft 2 in / 1.88 m

CABIN WIDTH

7 ft 11 in / 2.41 m

MAX SPEED

0.89 Mach



GLOBAL 5000
With the same cabin width as the Global 6000, the 

Global 5000 is one of the most spacious  and quietest 

aircraft in its class.

Click here and experience  the cabin

https://www.vistajet.com/en-gb/private-jets/global-5000/
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DAY

PASSENGERS

13 

CONFIGURATION

THE CABIN
Global 5000

FLIGHT HOURS

11:00

MAX RANGE

5,200 nm / 9,630 km

LUGGAGE CAPACITY

195 ft3 / 5.5 m3

46

NIGHT

SLEEPING POSITIONS

7 

CONFIGURATION

CABIN HEIGHT

6 ft 2 in / 1.88 m

CABIN WIDTH

7 ft 11 in / 2.41 m

MAX SPEED

0.89 Mach



CHALLENGER 850
One of the largest and most comfortable corporate 

cabins available. The Challenger 850 is identical in 

size to the Global 6000, but with the range and hourly 

rate of a smaller jet. It can accommodate up to 14 

passengers, or seven with the sleeping configuration, 

in unparalleled comfort.

Click here and experience  the cabin

https://www.vistajet.com/en-gb/private-jets/challenger-850
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DAY

PASSENGERS

14 

CONFIGURATION

THE CABIN
Challenger 850

FLIGHT HOURS

6:30

MAX RANGE

2,800 nm / 5,200 km

LUGGAGE CAPACITY

202 ft3 / 5.72 m3
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NIGHT

SLEEPING POSITIONS

7 

CONFIGURATION

CABIN HEIGHT

6 ft 1 in / 1.85 m

CABIN WIDTH

8 ft 2 in / 2.49 m

MAX SPEED

0.85 Mach



CHALLENGER 605
An impressive intercontinental business jet with 

outstanding flexibility. With the widest cabin in its 

category, the Challenger 605 enhances personal 

productivity and performance for up to 12 passengers, 

or six with the sleeping configuration.

Click here and experience  the cabin

https://www.vistajet.com/en-gb/private-jets/challenger-605/
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DAY

PASSENGERS

12

CONFIGURATION

THE CABIN
Challenger 605

FLIGHT HOURS

8:00

MAX RANGE

4,000 nm / 7,400 km

LUGGAGE CAPACITY

114 ft3 / 3.25 m3

54

NIGHT

SLEEPING POSITIONS

6

CONFIGURATION

CABIN HEIGHT

6 ft 3 in / 1.87 m

CABIN WIDTH

8 ft 3 in / 2.49 m

MAX SPEED

0.85 Mach



CHALLENGER 350
The Challenger 350 is the ultimate super-midsize 

business jet. With a cabin cross-section nearly the 

same as a large, long-range aircraft, the Challenger 

350 overall size gives you access to more airports.

Click here and experience  the cabin

https://www.vistajet.com/en-gb/private-jets/challenger-350/
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DAY

PASSENGERS

9

CONFIGURATION

THE CABIN
Challenger 350

FLIGHT HOURS

7:15

MAX RANGE

3,200 nm / 5,900 km

LUGGAGE CAPACITY

106 ft³ / 3 m3

58

NIGHT

SLEEPING POSITIONS

3

CONFIGURATION

CABIN HEIGHT

6 ft / 1.83 m

CABIN WIDTH

7 ft 2 in / 2.19 m

MAX SPEED

0.83 Mach



© VistaJet 2020. VistaJet and its subsidiaries are not U.S. direct air carriers. VistaJet US Inc. and VistaJet Online and Mobile Services are air charter brokers 
that do not operate aircraft. VistaJet Limited is a European air carrier that operates 9H registered aircraft under its Maltese Air Operator Certificate No. 
MT-17 and is incorporated in Malta under Company Number C 55231. VistaJet-owned and U.S. registered aircraft are operated by properly licensed U.S. 

air carriers, including XOJET Aviation LLC.

Our collaborative approach starts with a conversation. 
We will design with you a flexible membership plan to offer specific solutions for 

the needs of your business and organization.

+852 2901 0500

vistajet.com/corporate
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